
 

 

 

Making sure your HP is set correctly 

 

If you have an Air to water Heat pump system that provides underfloor heating 

only or heating and hot water there are some basic checks you can make to 

ensure it is correctly set 

 

Check 

1/ Make sure the HP controller is set for Heating only and that the Domestic hot water control is not 

active – If the DHW control is active the HP will operate continually at a higher output this may not be 

evident to the user but will ramp up the running cost and ultimately damage the appliance. 

Only If the system also has a DHW cylinder with  a coil directly heated from the hp the DHW should be 

set on (take care not to mistake the system buffer tank as being a hot water cylinder - Our buffer tanks 

are white with a silver top cover)  

2/ Check the set heating temperature at the controller, it should normally be sey between 38 and 42 

degrees if it is higher turn it down one or two degrees if the heating is not adversely affected then 

repeat the process until you find the lowest set temp that provides adequate heat (The lower the output 

setting the higher the HPs COP will be) 

3/ If you have a buffer tank  and it has a pre heater coil feeding the DHW cylinder cold inlet we do not 

recommend running the HP just heating the buffer in summer time when the heating system is not in 

use. 

4/ If you have a buffer tank make sure the sensor probe in it is fully inserted into the sensor pocket  

Do not use the system in an on/off manner as this will lead to significant energy use Heat pumps should 

be turned on and left on with only a small setback setting during the night and through the middle of 

the day 

Our UFH systems user guide on our website will further assist you with the setting of controls and use of 

the system  

5/ make sure the heating system pressure is maintained between 1 and 1.5 Bar (cold – may be up to 2 

bar when heated) 

6/ ensure there is no build up of debris or restriction of air flow across the HP or anything stood forward 

of the fan that could bounce cold discharge back to the HP 


